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Corrosion effects of Plasma immersion ion implantation-enhanced Cr deposition
on SAE 1070 carbon steel
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Among several alloying elements added to steel, chromium is the main element that

confers corrosion resistance. Stainless steel is the outstanding example of this alloying.

Chromium films are also used for the same purpose of improved corrosion resistance,

and they can be obtained by various techniques, including electroplating, which is the

most representative. In this study, we suggest an alternative method for thin Cr films

deposition: plasma immersion ion implantation-enhanced Cr deposition that aims at

achieving highly adherent films to the SAE 1070 carbon steel surface and very high

resistance to corrosion attacks. In this process, the Cr source is the magnetron sputter

target and the resulting metal cloud spreads throughout the process chamber by

diffusion into the glow discharge argon plasma. The impact of the accelerated energetic

ions with the film-forming atoms allows the recoil implantation of the Cr atoms into the

substrate, the atomic rearrangement and relaxation of coating internal stress. The

resulting film is homogeneous, stable and very adherent to the substrate surface. In

this work, the films formed by MS deposition only are compared to those formed by

PIII-enhanced deposition in relation to morphology, adhesion and corrosion resistance.

The analysis of resistance to saline corrosion was carried out by potentiodynamic

polarization curves and revealed an increase in the corrosion potential and the

reduction of the current density of the films produced by this method, confirming that

these films are very resistant to corrosive attacks. Other characterizations, as glow

discharge optical emission spectroscopy, scratching test and surface morphology by

SEM will be also shown in the conference.
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